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4.2.4 Service change in the active state 

At any given time, if either of the call parties wants to change from the current active mode to the other mode via MMI, 
the terminal shall activate an In-Call Modification procedure. Using this procedure, described in 3GPP TS 24.008 [3], 
clause 5.3.4.3, the UE shall send a MODIFY message containing the BC-IE to change to. This BC-IE shall be one of 
those already negotiated at call setup. 

As a result, the MSC shall then invoke the service change procedure (see clause 4.3.5). If the request is accepted, the 
originating MSC sends a MODIFY COMPLETE message to the UE including the BC-IE of the mode to switch to (see 
figure 4.13). If the request is rejected, the MSC sends a MODIFY REJECT message to the UE including the BC-IE 
from the current active mode (see figure 4.14). 

In the case the MSC has determined that the other mode is unavailable (e.g. a fallback to either mode has occurred), it 
shall reject the MODIFY request at once by replying with a MODIFY REJECT message. 

On the remote side, the MSC shall initiate an In-Call Modification procedure towards the terminal using the MODIFY 
message. For a service change from speech to multimedia, Tthe terminal shall request confirmation from the user unless 
configured differently. For a service change from multimedia to speech, the terminal shall accept the request without 
requesting confirmation from the user. If the change is accepted, the UE shall reply to the MSC with a MODIFY 
COMPLETE message, whereas a MODIFY REJECT message shall be sent if the change is rejected. 

NOTE: Privacy concerns strongly advise that any change to multimedia mode, unless explicitly allowed by the 
user in the terminal configuration settings, triggers a question to the user in order to confirm or decline the 
change. The details on how to provide the user interaction are left for implementation. 
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Figure 4.13: Service change requested, accepted 
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Figure 4.14: Service change requested, rejected 
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4.2.5 Network-initiated Service change in the active state 

When the visited MSC of either party can no longer support an ongoing multimedia call, for example due to degraded 
coverage conditions (including UTRAN to GERAN only transitions), the visited MSC of this party shall initiate a 
sevice-change from multimedia to speech, following the procedures described below.  

If the visited MSC is again able to support the multimedia at a later point in time while the speech call is still ongoing, 
the same visited MSC may initiate a service change from speech to multimedia as stated in TS 22.101 [8], again 
following the procedures described below. The visited MSC shall not initiate a service change from speech to 
multimedia, unless it initiated a service change from multimedia to speech before and no other service change was 
performed in between.The details for the service change from speech to multimedia are FFS. 

The visited MSC shall initiate an In-Call Modification procedure towards the terminal it serves using the MODIFY 
message. The visited MSC shall also invoke the service change procedure (see clause 4.3.5) towards the remote side. 
The terminals on both sides will react as described in Clause 4.2.4. 

If the terminal on either side rejects the service change, the visited MSC shall either clear the call, or it shall initiate a 
service change procedure towards the other side to revert to the original service. 
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Figure 4.14a: Network-Initiated Service change from multimedia to speech requested, accepted 
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Figure 4.14b: Network-Initiated Service change requested, rejected by UE Avoid 
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Figure 4.14c: Network-Initiated Service change requested, rejected by UE Bvoid 

 

 

4.2.5.1 Network-initiated Service change in the active state starting with multimedia 
in Iu mode 

For a network initiated service change from multimedia in Iu mode to speech, the visited MSC shall use the following 
procedure. 

In order to request a notification from the RNC when it be able to detects a lack of sufficient resources or radio signal 
degradation, the visited MSC shall include an Alternative RAB Parameters a Service Handover IE in the RANAP RAB 
Assignment Request or RANAP Relocation Request message indicating the RAB configuration for speech in addition 
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to the RAB configuration for multimedia  "Handover to GSM should not be performed" (see 3GPP TS 25.413 [17]), 
when it establishes allocates or modifies the radio access bearer for multimedia at the Iu interface. 

When the radio access network detects a lack of sufficient resources to sustain the multimedia RAB configuration, it 
shall inform the visited MSC initiates  an inter-system handover to A/Gb mode by sending a RANAP Modify Request 
Relocation Required message (see 3GPP TS 25.413 [17]) to the visited MSC., tThe visited MSC shall then: 

-  terminate the procedure by sending a RANAP Relocation Preparation Failure; 

- initiate an In-Call Modification procedure to speech towards the terminal it serves using the MODIFY message; 
and 

- invoke the service change procedure (see clause 4.3.5) towards the remote side,. 

-  trigger the RAB modification by sending a RANAP RAB Assignment with the RAB requested to be Modified 
to the RNC. 

As an operator option, the visited MSC may then indicate to the radio access network that handover to GSM should be 
performed by sending an appropriate RAB assignment Request.  If the radio access network initiates another inter-
system handover to A/Gb mode, the visited MSC may  progress the inter-system handover. 
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Figure 4.14d: Network-Initiated Service change from UTRAN multimedia to speech requested, 
accepted 

******    END OF MODIFIED CLAUSES   ******** 
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